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it is playtime on the entertainment park, and there are various hugs to head around. From the
spinning twirly hug to the playful catch-you hug--and even to the lengthy goodbye hug while not
anyone desires to leave--each one is a party of a friendship and of a distinct moment.In this
better half ebook to will not You Be My Kissaroo?, Joanne Ryder's sweet, lyrical textual content
and Melissa Sweet's snuggly illustrations convey the precise publication to percentage with your
whole favourite hugaroos.
For a lover of Won't You Be My Hugaroo? hugs, this publication is too cute, and nonetheless

sweetly true. It does not fairly slot in with any of the storytimes i'm at the moment considering of,
however it used to be a pleasant read.(It is usually demanding to figure out which age crew this
may cross for, because it may be a piece lengthy for toddler, yet a bit younger for preschool. no
less than in a storytime setting. A lap learn will be ideal for any age.)3/31/10 & 4/1/10 i
eventually controlled to get this one right into a storytime. I used it for the baby group. whereas
it went over the youngest ones' heads, the older ones have been good. I saved asking them in
the event that they cherished sure hugs and likely instances as I confirmed the pages, they
usually appeared to like that and did good responding. I bring to a halt the ending, which
appeared to paintings higher for a PJ storytime. yet even then i did not just like the finishing very
well.Not my favourite selection for a storytime book, yet I nonetheless love it for a potential lapread.
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